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1 Introduction

This paper investigates price competition and advertiaing in an oligopolistic market

where conaumers ate informed only about the price offered by a neighbourhood atore. A

priori they are uninformed about prices available at distant locations. Each consumer

can choose between costlessly visiting the neighbouring seller or incurring some trans-

portation cost to venture a more distant atore. The aellera may increase their demand

by advertising their price at other locations. Providing price information is costly for

the scllcr; he has to spend resourci~s on advertising. We study thc optirnal marketing

strategy of the oligopolists in a game where pricing and advertising deciaions are taken

sinniltaneously.

In our context advertising is `informative'. It carriea accutate information about price

which is legally binding. No consumer can be denied to purchase the good at the adver-

tiaed price. Advertising may increase demand because it makes the consumer aware of

attractive price offera at other locations. This differa from the literature on `persuasive'

advertising (Dixit and Norman (1978), Stigler and Becker (1977), Nichola (1985)), where

demand increases by shifting consumer preferences in favour of the advertised product.

The literature on informative advertising (Buttera (1977), Grossman and Shapiro

(1984), Stegeman (1991)) typically presumes that consumers are a priori uninformed

about the existence of products. A consumer who observes no ads buys nothing. The

purpose of advertising is therefore to allow each firm to announce its existence and price.

Each firm is forced to engage in advertising because otherwise ita demand would be zero.

In contrast, in our approach the conaumer is well informed about the existence of all

storEw. Even without advertising a seller typically attracta at lea.9t some consumere. In

fact, we show that with high advertising costs all the aellera will refrain from advertiaing

thcir price. Pcrhaps more surprisingly, it turns out Lhat thcrc cannot exist su eduilib-

riurn where all the sellers invest in advertising. The intuition is simply that the seller

with the highc~st price cannot gain by advertiaing. No consumer at any other location
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would be attracted by his offer.

Our model posaesses a pure price aetting equilibrium only if the cost of advertising

is prohibitive.ly high. Each aeller then qiwtes some fixed price without providing price

information at other locationa. With sufficiently low advertising costs the aellers adopt

a random marketing strategy. With positive probability they advertise a low price to

attract customers from distant locations; with the remaining probability they poat a high

price and serve only local customers. Interestingly, the random advertising equilibrium

approachea the equilibrium under perfect price information when the coata of advertising

tend to zero.

The equilibrium outcome resemblea Varian's (1980) model in that the sellers may

hold randomly chosen salea. But in contrast with Varian (1980) and other models of

mixed pricing in oligopoly, the firms do not randomize continuously over some inter-

val of prices. Instead, the support of the price distribution containa only two prices.

The reason is that the mixed strategy equilibrium in our model arises not because of

some discontinuities in demand but because the sellers can choose whether to advertise

or not. Our model generates `temporal' price diaperaion in the sense that each atore

varics ita price over time. This diífcrs from Salop and Stiglitz (1977) where differences in

consumer information costs lead to persistent price dispersion as some retailers always

charge higher prices than others. Price dispersion in combination with advertiaing is

studicd also in Bester (1991) and Robert and Stahl (1991). Bester (1991) considers a

monopolistic sellcr and sliows that the interaction between the seller's behaviour and the

uninformed consumere' príce expectation necessarily leads to random pricing. In Robert

and Stahl (1991) the conaumer may sequentially search for lower pricea if he finds the

ohservcd price advertisFments unattractive. In the present model price expectationa and

s~~arch play no role because in equilibrium the consumer knowa the pricea ofall the sellers.

The following Section presents a formal model. Sectiona 3 and 4 analyse the equilib-

rium for high and low adverting costs, respectively. Welfare implications are discussed
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in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 discusses some limitations and poasible extenaions of our

model.

2 The Model

Following Shilony (1977), we study a market where consumera can purchase coatlessly

from a neighbourhood store, but incur some, visiting cost if they venture a more distant

store. There are two firms located in different towna, A and B, that produce a homoge-

neous good at zero cost. Each town is inhabited by a unit mass of consumera who have

a common reservation utility v for the good. The firma offer the good at the price p~

and pB, respectively. Each consumer can costlessly viait the atore at hia home location,

while he has to pay a tranaportation cost s to go to the other seller. It is asaumed that

s is uniformly distributed on [0,1~ acroas the population of conaumera in each town.

This assumption differa from Shilony's (1977) model of mixed pricing in oligopoly, where

all consumers have Lhe sante visiting coaL. It guarantees existence of a pure price aet-

ting equilibrium when consumers are perfectly informed about prices (see Bester (1992)).

To provide a role for advertising, we assume that the consumers' price information is

imperfect. They are always informed about the price charged by the seller in their home

town; but they observe the price charged in the other town only when the distant aeller

advertises his price. Advertising enables the seller to inform potential customers at the

other location about his price. Advertiaing is costly; the aeller has to pay a coat k~ 0

to advertise his price at the other location. The variable a; E{0, 1} indicates firm i's

advertising strategy. Firm i's deciaion no to advertise its price at location j ia denoted

by a; - 0; otherwise firm i pays k and a; - 1.

A consumer in town i who knows the prices of both aellere purchases the good at hia

home location only if p; C p~ i- s and p; c v. If p; 1 p~ f s and p~ -~ s G v, he buya

the good from firm j. A consumer who doea not observe the price at the other location
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purchases the good at hia home location since he expecta the other seller to charge a

higher price. It will turn out that these exp~~ctations are conaiatent with the equilibrium

outcome. Let a-(a~, aB) and p - ( pA, pB); without loas of generality we can restrict

the sellera' pricing behaviour to satisfy p; G v, i- A, B. Firm i's demand D;(p, a) de-

pends on both firms' prices and the consumers' information about prices. If p; ~ p~ it

will not attract any consumer from town j; in [act, all informed consumers at location i

with s G p; - p~ will switch to firm j. Accordingly, firm i's demand ie

D;(P, a) - 1 - a; min[pt - p„ 1] if Pt ? Pi. (1)

If p; c p„ firm i will serve all consumers at location i and in addition those informed

consumers at location j with s G p~ - p;. Therefore,

D~(P, a) - 1-F ~; min(1'i - P„ 1] ~f P~ 5 Pi. (2)

Firm i's profit is If;(p,a) - p;D;(p,A) - a;k. The firms compete by aimultaneously

selecting prices and advertising strategies so as to maximize profits. In what follows, we

study thc Nash cyuilibriinn of this qamc.

3 Equilibrium Without Advertising

Before analysing the equilibrium of our model, we briefly consider the case where the

consumers are perfectly informed about prices so that advertising becomes superflu-

ous. Under perfect information the two sellers are engaged in a standard Bertrand

game and the pricing equilibrium (p~,pe) solves II~(P~,PB,1,1) 1 II~(p,pg, l, l) and

ne(P~, Pe,1,1) ? IIB(p~, p, l, 1) for all 0 G p G v. It is straightforward to ahow that the

unique solution satisfies pA - pB - p with

p-miri(l,v~. (3)

This result will give us a reference point for our further analysis.
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We now turn to the analysis of competition under imperfect information. First we

investigate the parameter constellations under which there is an equilibrium such that

urit.hcr firm c-hcwsos to adw~rt.iw, ity price in t.hc other town. TbP corresponding ectuilib-

rium (p', a') then has to satiafy a~ - J1B - 0 and

n~(P , a`) ~ fit(p„ Pj, a~, a~ ) , i- A, B~ (4)

for al) p; E[0, v] and a; E{0, 1}. This condition atates that no firm can increase its profit

by unilaterally adopting a different marketing strategy.

Proposition 1: There is an equiliórium (p', a') such that a~ - aB - 0 if and only if

(iJ v G 1; or (ii) t G v G 3 and k 1 (1 - v)2~4; or (iiiJ v? 3 and k~ v- 2. In this

equilibréum the scllers charqC p;t - PH - t'.

Proof: By (1) and (2), a~ - aB - 0 implies D;(p,a') - 1 for all p; C v. Therefore,

profit maximization yields p~ - pB - v and so II~(p', a') - IIB(p', a') - v.

Clearly, no firm i can gain by setting ~; - 1 in combination with p; - v because

p~ - v. By setting a; - 1 and advertising some price p; E[0, v) firm i could get the

profit p;(1 f min[v - p;, 1]) - k. If v G 1 this profit is strictly increasing in p; so that

linu i c-auuut gaiu by advcrtixing ~mu~ pric-i~ bcluw v. If v~ 1, thc~n finn i's prufiL frotn

advertising is maximized by setting

p; - max[v - 1,0.5(v -{- 1)]. (5)

For 1 G v C 3 one has p; - 0.5(v ~- I) which yields the profit 0.25(v f 1)~ - k. Accord-

ingly, (p', a') is an equilibrium if and only if 0.25(v -1- I)~ - k C v, i.e. ií k~(1 - v)~~4.

For v 1 3 one has p; - v- 1 which yields the profit 2(v - 1) - k. Accordingly, (p', a')

is an equilibrium if and only if 2(v - 1) - k G v, i.e. if k~ v- 2. Q.E.D.
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1 1tJ3 3
Figure 1

v

In Figure 1 the area I-~ II t III describes the parameter constellationa under which

thcre ia an equilibrium without advertising. Advertising is prohibitively costly when k is

relatively large in comparison with v. In Íact, for v G 1 it never pays to spend cesources

on advertising because the conaumera' willingnesa-to-pay is too low. If a~ - aB - 0

each seller effectively enjoys a local monopoly poaition. He exploits this by charging the

conaumers' reservation price. For k large enough, undercutting the competitor is not

profitable since this is tcavible only through advertising.

4 Advertising Equilibrium

By advertising some price p; G p~ firm i can attract some of the a priori unin-

formed consumers at location j. Indeed, by (2) this atrategy generates the demand

D;(p,a) - 1~ min[p~ - p;, 1~. Clearly, apending reaourcea on advertising some price

p; 1 p~ can never be an optimal strategy because auch an advertisement would not in-

duce any consumer to switch. As long as p; 1 p~ seller i will aerve only conaumers in

town i, who are already informed about p;. As an immediate conaec~uence, there cannot
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be a symmetric equilibriurn p~ - py such that both firms advertise Lheir prices. 1'he

following result extends this obaervation by showing that there cannot be an asymmetric

equilibrium p; G p~ auch that seller i advertisea his price. Consequently, any advertiaing

equilibriurn must involve random strategies by the sellers.

Propoaition 2: There is no pure strategg equiliórium (p',.~') such that a;r - 1 and~or

~8-1.

Proof: It remains to show that there is no equilibrium (p', a') such that p; C p~ and

a; - 1, aj - 0. By (2) p; would have to maximize p;(1 ~} min[p~ -p;, 1]) - k. This implies

p; - max[p~ - 1,0.5(p~ -} 1)] G v. (6)

For all p~ E(p;,v] firm j's profit is p~(1 - min[l,p~ -p;]) so that by profit maximization

p~ - min[0.5(p; ~- 1),v]. (7)

We will show that thewe two conditiona am inconsistent with p~ C p~. First, auppose

p~ - 0.5(p; f 1). Then p~ ) p; impliea p; - p~ - 1 so that p~ - 0.5p~, a contradiction.

Next, suppose p~ - v. If p; - p~ - 1, then 0.5(p~ t 1) ~ v implies 0.5v 1 v, a contradic-

tion. [[ p; - 0.5(p~ t 1) - 0.5(v - 1- 1), then 0.5(p; ~ 1) ? v implies v G 1, a contradiction

to p; C v. Q.E.D.

The proof of Proposition 2 showa that on the one óand there cannot be an equilib-

rium such that some seller advertiaes a low price to attract the entire market. Since

then the high-price firm makes zero profits, it has an incentive to decrease its price.

On the other hand there cannot be an equilibrium such that the high-price seller main-

tains a poaitive market share. The low-price seller will then attract too few consumers to

make advertising profitable and he can gain by charging a high price without advertiaing.

In what [ollowa we will show that advertising may occur in a mixed strategy equilib-

rium. In fact, the duopolista' strategies in such an equilibrium take a rather simple form.

With positive probability each firm chooses a relatively low price in combination with
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advertising; with the remaining probability it chargea a high price without informing the

consumera at the other location. An interpretation of thia marketing policy is that the

sellers have randomly chosen sales. Moreover, the equilibrium is symmetric in the aense

that the two firma independently adopt the same pricing and advertiaing policy. To atate

the parameter constellations under which an equilibrium with these features exiats, we

first consider the case k~ 1. Let

f(v) -(v' - v- 1)~(v f 1). (8)

Note that f(v) - 1 if v - 1~ f and that f'(v) ~ 0.

Propoaition 3: Let 1 G k G f(v). Then the following independent random strategies

constitute a symmetric equiliórium: With proóaóiléty 0 G q G 1 seller i chooses a; - 1

and charges p; -(1 - 2q)~q; with probaóility 1 - q he chooses a; - 0 and charges

p~ -(1 - q)~q. Moreover, q satisfies k-(q~ - 3q f 1)~q.

Proof: Let p" denote the price charged in combination with a; - 1 and let p" denote

the price in combination with a; - 0. Given the equilibrium strategy of seller j, seller i's

choice of p" and p" must maximize his expected profit. This is the case if

p" - argmax n~„ ~`(P), where ~'(P) - 9Rt(P,P',1,1) f(1 - 9)n~(P,P",1, ~), (9)

p" - argmax p~~T~"(P), where ~"(P) - 9nt(P,P`,0,1) f(1 - 4)n~(P,P",~,fi). (10)

By the first order conditions this is equivalent to

p' - max[p" - 1, (1 f(1 - 9)P")I(2 - 9)J C v~ (11)

p" -: mín[(1 f 9Pa)~29, v~. (12)

Following a random strategy is optimal for the aeller if and only if advertising and not

advertising yields the same expected profit, i.e. if ~"(p") -~"(p"). By (11) and (12)

one has 0 C p" - p" G 1. Therefore, e~i"(p") -~"(p") if and only if

P'[1 f(1 - 9)(P" - P')~ - P"I1 - 9(P" - P")) - k. (13)
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By construction (p",p",q) constitutes an equilibrium if it solves (11), (12), (13), and

OCqCI.

We will ahow that, given the parameter restrictions, there is a solution p" - p" - 1,

p" -(1 t 9P")~2q so that p" -(1 - 9)I4~ and p" -(1 - 29)~q. Accordingly (13) is

equivalent to k-(q~ - 3q f 1)~q, i.e. q - 0.5[k ~ 3- (3 -}- k)~ - 4]. It can easily be

rheckal LhaL 0 G q G 1 fur all k 1 0. 1~'ivthermorc, p" svlves (12) if v~(1 - q)~9 which

is equivalent to k C j(v). Finally, p" solves (11) if p" ? 3- q, i.e. if q~ - 4q t 1~ 0. As

q~ - 4q -~ 1- q(k - 1), this is the case if k 1 1. Q.E.D.

The parameter constellations that satisfy the condition of Proposition 3 are given

by the area II f IV in Figure 1. The equilibrium exhibits a negative relation between

the advertising probability q and the advertising cost k. Furthermore, an increase in q

lowers the pricr p; both when a~ - 0 and when a; - l. Accordingly Lhe consumer is

better off the lower the costs of advertising are. A more detailed analysis of the welfare

implications will be given in the following Section.

Interestingly, there is an area of parameter values of v and k where the equilibria

described by Propositions 1 and 3 co-exist. This happens in region II of Figure 1 where

1 C k C f( v) for v E(1 f f , 3] and v- 2 C k c f(v) for v ] 3. For these parameter

values competition between the oligopolists constitutes `coordination' game with mul-

tiple equilibria: One equilibrium involves no advertising while in the other each firm

advertises its price with positivc probability. The equilibria of this coordination game

can be ranked according to the equilibrium payoffs of the sellera. As we will ahow be-

low, the finns caru highcr profits iu the cyuilibrimn described by Propositiou 1 than iu

the equilibrium described by Proposition 3. Thus the tandom advertising equilibrium

exhibits coordination failure: Both sellers could gain by a coordinated move to the equi-

librium with a~ -~B - 0. The assumption of Nash competition precludes this kind of

coordination so that both sellers may be trapped in an equilibrium that is inferior from

their viewpoint.
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To study random advertising in the case k G 1, we define

g(v) - ( 9v~ - 8v - v)~~16. (14)

Then g(v) - 0 if v- 1 and g(v) - f(v) - 1 if v- 1 f f. Moreover g'(v) 1 0 for v~ 1.

Propoaition 4: Let k C min[l, g(v)] and v~ 1. Then the following éndependent random

strategies constitute a symmetric equiliórium: With proóability O G q G 1 seller i chooses

a; - 1 and charges p~ -[1 f q]~[q(3 - q)]; with proóability 1- q he chooses a~ - 0 and

charges p; - 2~[q(3 - q)]. Moreover, q sati.4fies k-[1 - q]~~[q(3 - q)]~.

Proof: We will show that, given the parameter reatrictiona, (11), (12), and (13)

havc a solution such that p' -(1 ~(1 - q)p")~(2 - q), p" -(1 -~ qp")~2q. Thus,

p" -[1 t q]~[q(3- q)] and p" - 2~[q(3 - q)]. Then (13) ia equivalent to (p" - p")~ - k,

i.c. k-[ ~ - q]!~['1(:1 - 9)]~. Far all k~ 0 tliis ~~quation has a uniqnc solution 0 G q C I.

By (11), one must have p" ~ p" - 1. This is the case if k C 1. Finally, by (12) one

must have p" C v. This is the case if q~ q where q solves v- 2~[q(3 - q)]. There is a

solution q C 1 if and only if v~ 1. Consequently, q~ q- 0.5[3 - 9- 8~v] together

with k- [1 - 9]~~[9(3 - 4)]~ implies k G [1 - 9]~I[9(3 - 9)]~ -(1 - q)~v~~4, which ia

equivalentto k G g(v). Q.E.D.

Proposition 4 applies in region 111-~ V oí Figure 1. Together Propositions 1 and 3

this establishes existence of an equilibrium for every posaible combination of the param-

eters k and v. Again, there is some overlap of the parameter values where Propositions

1 and 4 apply. For 1 C v G 1-~ f this is the case when ( v - 1)~~4 G k C g(v); and for

1-} f G v C 3 this is the case when (v - 1)~~4 C k G 1. As discussed above, this co-

existence of different equilibrium categories in region 111 of Figure 1 can be interpreted

as coordination problem in the sellers' marketing game.

Qualitatively ['ropositions 3 and 4 have the same comparative statica implications.

Each seller is more likely to advertise a sale the lower the advertising cost is. With

probability 2q(1 - q) only one of the sellers advertises a low price while the other quotea
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a hiy,h price. This indnces some buyPrs t.o switch from the high-price to the low-pricP

IOfaLlUll. IIIdCV'd, the dilfen~ncc brtweru thi~ two prices in Prolxisitiuu :1 eyuals one. liy

(1) and (2) therefore the low-price seller attracts the entire market leaving his competitor

without any salea. In the case of Proposition 4 the price difference is less than one so

that the high-price seller maintains some share in his local market. Since the duopolists

randomize independently, advertising may ex post turn out to be ineffective. This hap-

pens with probability q~ when both aellera offer a low price. In this aituation advertiaing

dces not increase demand and the sellers ex post regret to have spend k.

It seems reasonable to presume that a market equilibrium under imperfect informa-

tion would be very similar to one under perfect information when information costs are

amall. While it is well-known fmm the theory of search markets that this conjecture is

not necessarily true (see, e.g., Stiglitz (1979)), our model has this property. To see this,

first consider the case v G 1. By (3), the perfect information equilibrium price is then

p- v. By Proposition 1 there is an equilibrium such that a;~ - aB - 0 and pÁ - pB - v

as long as v G l. This means that for n G 1 the equilibria under perfect and under

imperfect iníormation resu[t in identical prices and identical payoffs for the sellers and

the buyers. Now consider the situation v 1 1 where p- 1. For v~ 1 and k sufíiciently

small Proposition 4 describes the equilibrium under imperfect price information. It fol-

lows that q approaches unity as k tends to zero. That is, the sellers provide perfect

price information when k becomes small. Moreover, as q ie close to unity, each aeller i

charges a price p; ~ 1 both for a; - 0 and a; - 1. In fact, for k- 0 one has q- 1 and

p~ - p- 1. This means competition under perfect and imperfect price information yield

the same outcome when advertising coats are negligible.

5 Advertising and Welfare

The impact of advertising on aggregate welfare, the sum of producer profits and con-

sumer surplus, is atraightforward to analyse. As there is a unit mass of consumers at
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eacL location, potential social surplus equals 2v. The level of social welfare is actually at-

tained in equilibrium in two rather different aituations. One íe described by Propoaition

1 where the sellers refrain from advertising. In this equilibrium category the sellera ap-

propriate the entire surplus and each of them earns the profit v. The other is the limiting

equilibrium of Propoaition 4 when k tends to zero. Each producer's profit ia then equal

to onc and thc ronsnrners enjoy thc common net benefit v- l. All the other parameter

constellations yield lower expected social welfare in equilibrium. In fact there are two

sourcea of ineíBcieucies. Firat, welíare is lowered by the expected reaource cost of ad-

vertising. Second, with positive probability some consumers pay the transportation cost

s to venture the distant store. These observations ahow that costly advertising reduces

welfare írom an aggregate viewpoint. This finding is in contrast with Stegeman (1991)

who shows that in equilibrium each firm advertises lesa than ia socially optimal. Thia

points to an important difference between pure price advertising and advertising that

conveys also information about the existence of products. In the latter case advertising

may increase welfare because a consumer who observes no ads will purchase nothing.

In our model each consumer buys the good independently of whether he observes an

ad or not. Advertising is socially wasteful because it only aerves to steal business from

competing sellera. The distributional effects are summarized in the following statement.

Propoaition 5: Random advertising, as described by Propositions 3 and 4, imp(ies a

posilive relation between eapected producer profits and the advertising cost k. The con-

sumers' exper.ted equilibtium payojj is negafively related wilh k.

Proof: Since each seller is indifferent between choosing a; - 1 and a; - 0, his ex-

pected profit is ~i"(p"), where rV"(.) ia given by (10). Aa 0 C p" - p" L 1, one has

r~,"(p") - p"[1 - q(p" - p")]. This yielda t(i"(p") -(1 - q)~~q in the case of Proposition

3 and tG"(p") - 4~(q(3 - q)~] in the case of Proposition 4. Note that in the borderline

case where k- 1, one gets (1 - q)~~q - 4~(q(3 - q)~]. The firat result now follows from

the fact that q and k are negatively related in equílibrium. By the same fact the lower

price is chosen more frequently in equilibrium when k is reduced. In addition, all prices

p; decrease with q. This immediately proves the second result. Q.E.D.
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A reduction in k promotes price competition. This makes the aellers worse off while

the buyers gain. A tax on advertising expenditures would benefit the sellers and harm

the conaumers. This result is in the same spirit as Peters (1984) who compares the equi-

librium where all sellers are supposed to advertise prices with the outcome when price

advertising is prohibíted. He shows that at least some firms are made better off by ad-

vertising restrictions. Another implication of random advertieing is that conaumers with

low tranaportation coats are typically better off than those with high costa. They simply

have to pay less whenever switching sellers is profitable. This ia in contrast with thoae

parameter constellations where the equilibrium involves deterministic pricing strategies.

Since the sellers then quote identical prices, all consumers are equally well off purchasing

thc gixid at Lhcir huuic location.

6 Conclusion

This paper has developed a framework to study the interaction oí price competition and

advertising in oligopoly. Stores are dispersed over some geographical market area and

consumers have a priori only local price information. In this setting advertising enables

the sellers to compete for buyers at distant locations. The analysis of a simple symmetric

duopoly model offers the following insights that appear to be robust to extensions of the

model: First, there cannot be a deterministic equilibrium where all the sellers spend

resourcea on advertising. When consumers are informed about the availability of prod-

ucts, each sellr.r can gain by advertising only if he offers a low~r price than some of his

competitors. Obviously, Lhis condition cannot be satisfied simultane~ously !or all sellers.

In the symmetric environment of our model, advertising occurs only in a mixed atrategy

equilibrium where the sellers independently adopt random marketing strategies. Second,

the feasibility of advertising promotes price competition and makes the consumer better

off. In fact, the consumer enjoys the same expected utility as under perfect price infor-

mation when the sellers' advertising cost are negligible. Third, oligopolistic interaction
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may give rise to multiple equilibrium situations. Two separate industries that operate

under identical conditions may be characterized by different ptice levels and advertising

behavior. Nonetheless, higher prices and profits do not result from a collusive agreement

between firms.

~'he ba.vic modcl may be eactended in sevrral intcresting directions. In the present

setting aggregate demand is inelastic as all conaumers have the same valuation for the

good. When prefe.rences are dispersed across consumers, demand becomes elastic and

increased price competition may raise aggregate demand. Advertising then has a positive

impact on social welfare and the negative conclusion of our model may be reversed if

the elasticity o[ demand is sufficiently high. Also, in a model with more than two sellers

each firm has to decide at which locations it wants to advertise. One possible conjecture

is that each seller will concentrate his advertising at nearby locations.

There are several ways to remove the symmetry assumption of the model. Differences

in production costs may support asymmetric equilibria. Presumably, a low-cost seller

will have a stronger incentive to advertise than a high-cost competitor. A similar effect

may occur when the size of the local market is not the same for all firms. Clearly,

advertising is more important fot a seller whose local market is relatively small. Finally,

there may be dilferences iu producL quality. Tlris is especially interesting when the

consumers obsetve only the quality offered by the neighboring store. If the sellera can

credihly communicate information about price but not quality, the advertise.d price will

serve as a signal of quality. Price advertising then becomes complicated by the fact that

consumers will use price ads to draw inferences about the quality oí the offer.
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